
”Our CEO was blown away to see our customers engaged, inspired
and drumming.” - Stacey Harris, Meeting Planner - Ultimate Software Inc.

”Mark made science ROCK! Anyone who can inspire and motivate
doctors with scientist can do anything!”
                             - Craig Corwin., CMP, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute

“He rocked our opening session. Made a huge impact on our
sales team. The President gave him a shout out, our best
customers loved him..” - Rick Smith., Director of Sales - Canada, Gerber

“A jolt of electricity into the mundane pushing us to achieve
new heights. Engaging and meaningful content.”
- Brian Burkhart, President - Square Planet

Mark Kamp has been delivering rock star
results since in 2001. Mark combines his
entertainment experience as a Las Vegas
headliner with high content and a high-level
of engagement to create drumming events
that become memorable experiences. You
bebecome rock stars who are equipped with
new strategies and tactics exceeding your
expectations to inspire immediate action for 
immediate results. Perfect for opening and
closing meetings or amping up an awards
ceremony. There’s no clean up or
additional rider requirements.Mark is the author of

“Opportunity Rocks:
Be a Rockstar in Business
and Beyond” and has been
featured in US Today.
Small Business Trendsetters,
BBusiness Innovators
and more.

Just a few of Mark’s Clients

You and your team will learn how to:
• Understand their unique part in your “band”
   and how you can better harmonize together
• Use Mark’s 3 Keys to Rock Star Teamwork
• Utilize best practices of winning, successful teams
• Develop a team that works together seamlessly
• Utilize the power of a positive rock star attitude
• Why St• Why Steve Jobs used The Beatles as his
  business model

Imagine your team is fully energized while creating unity
and comradery.  15-minutes of high-energy and interaction
with branded drumsticks in hand. Create a drumming
experience to promote teamwork, build confidence, and
focus to achieve one common goal.  Session customized
with your creative content.
 

Mark Kamp works with organizations that
want their teams to achieve immediate rock star results!


